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What if a modernized, innovatory
leadership style emerged from the
outdated, myopic styles that exist today?
One that encompassed the massive
changes in the professional world, giving
clear definition to successful techniques?
There is a specific, powerful, repeatable
way the top 3% of mid-level managers
have become more focused and successful.
You only need this one, pivotal thing to
revolutionize how you’re trained, finally
creating the ability to lead ANY person in
ANY situation. It’s called:

COMPOSITE LEADERSHIP

Marketing Innovator

Management level professionals want
empowerment, focus, and the promise of
future career growth. Too often, they’re
given “one & done” leadership training and
forced to fit into an outdated, prescriptive
leadership style, leaving them guessing at
the
right
way
to
lead
–
with
underwhelming
results.
What they need is modernized leadership
training and ongoing development.
Certified in Leadership Development,
Training and Coaching, I help professionals
develop the skills and mindset to become
more
productive,
engaged
and
effective leaders.
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Jennifer
Ott is an Executive leader
specializing Marketing, Strategic planning,
Brand Development, Leadership Training,
and a multitude of business development
specialties.
Throughout her 25+ year
career, Jennifer has dynamically led teams
in multiple industries including healthcare,
financial services, consumer packaged goods,
non-profit and training & development.
Jennifer’s specialty as a public speaker and
motivating coach has led to accelerated
business results for her clients as well as
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foundational
change
in
leadership
development. She has the categorical skill
of identifying business needs, structuring a
meticulous strategy, and leading disciplined
teams towards results.
Jennifer is also a member of the Wisconsin
Leadership Board for the American Cancer
Society, Founder of Fight Club for a Cure
benefitting the American Cancer Society,
and a breast cancer survivor.
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